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What happens if I boot up my computer with the monitor cable unplugged or if the 
monitor is not powered on first? 

Warning: the Intel Video drive defaults to “Flat Panel Only” mode if an external monitor is 
not seen at boot time by the motherboard\video controller. 
Always connect your monitor before powering up the unit. Once the Intel Video driver 
determines that there is not an external monitor present it automatically flips into “Flat Panel 
Only” mode until the user changes the settings. Flat Panel Only mode only works with an 
integrated display, not through the external video port to an attached monitor.  
If you have a node box with no video it may be because you didn't have an external monitor 
connected at boot time. To correct this, turn off the power, connect the video cable to the 
node box, and turn the power back on. You should see video sometime during the BIOS 
Power On Self Test (POST). If video doesn't appear during the POST then try another 
monitor or verify with another PC/AT that your current monitor is ok. If this doesn't correct 
the problem then the unit needs to be returned to Xycom for repair. 
If you have video in the POST but when Windows starts the video goes away, try 
pressing [Ctrl]+[Alt]+[F1] keys simultaneously to force the display device to be the 
external monitor. If that doesn't work then power cycle the unit and the BIOS finishes 
loading (just before Windows starts) press F8 then select to boot in VGA mode. Once 
Windows comes up, the video setting will be corrected automatically with the 
dualdisplay.exe routing that automatically runs on boot. Do a shutdown and restart the 
computer to use normal video driver again. (See notes below on installing the 
dualdisplay.exe utility). 
If errors occur when installing this driver it may be because it was already installed. Do the 
following steps. To re-install the 915GM driver after it has already been installed and is 
active, then you will need to remove it first and install the standard VGA or SVGA Microsoft 
driver. Once the Microsoft driver is running instead of the 915GM driver you can update 
without getting errors.  

Is there a way to set up the proper video settings when I reinstall my operating 
system from scratch? 

On the Documentation and Support Library CD, navigate the following folder, where “X” is your 
CDROM Drive: X:\CDs\DOCCD_REV_AD\Drivers\AIM4\Utilities 
 
Run the install.bat file in the Utilities folder to install the dual video pipe settings utility to 
force both the integrated display (on 46XX & 47XX units) and the external monitor (when 
used with the 50XX series or 3rd party monitors) on after login no matter what settings 
were saved on the previous boot (needed on 1546/1547 node boxes).  
 
It is also available in the Resource Library at http://www.xycom.com 
 
(Also, the routine installs the delayed autostart utility for starting the RAID tool utility 
automatically on boot. This is required RAID units only and assumes you have already 
installed RAID tools on your system.)


